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• Abstract -
The paper presents a generic and extensible prototype
platform for Intelligence Fusion. High level semantics
data are processed. The fusion process is designed as an
heterogeneous “algebra” of fusion operations. Each
fusion operation works on given abstract data types.
They are generic being independent of the semantics of
data. Data and knowledge semantics is given explicitly
by an input ontology together with descriptive models of
the ontology concepts. The models are automatically
encoded into representations suitable for the fusion
operations. The approach allows to integrate external
fusion algorithms, as well as to change the underlying
ontology. Interoperability is a consequence of the
ontology based approach: the consistent combination of
fusion operations is indeed made possible because of a
common semantics of data and common reference
concepts, not because of common data and knowledge.

Keywords: intelligence fusion, symbolic fusion,
situation assessment, knowledge based classification,
ontology design, system design.

1- Introduction

The paper reports on a joint work by THOMSON-TCC
and ONERA in the domain of Intelligence Fusion,
namely the design and development of an Information
Fusion Support System for a wide range of engagement
types (from peace keeping to full combat operations), of
Intelligence organisations and of operations (strategic,
operative and tactical)
This work was founded by French Ministry of Defence
(DGA/SPOTI) in the project DEFR, from end of 1996 to
end of 1999, involving about eight full-time engineers
and researchers. It resulted in a prototype named OASIS
available on PC - WindowsNT machines. OASIS has
been experimented by regular Intelligence officers during
trial runs.

Figure 1 : the Intelligence Cycle

Let us first present the application domain of  Intelligence
fusion. Commanders in charge of military operations
require timely and accurate information about the
Opposing Forces in an “operation theatre”. The whole
Intelligence process is devoted to collecting and
integrating data in order to build a coherent “situation”
for submission to the commanders. The process is
sketched on Figure 1 in functional terms: intelligence
cells, at the planning level, manage intelligence activities
and perform so-called Level 3 fusion; exploitation
centres, at the control level, implement the collection
plan and perform Level 2 fusion; sensor systems, at the
execution level, collect information and deliver it after
Level 1 fusion.

The fusion levels are defined in accordance to NATO
standards : Level 1 is performed in terms of perceived
attributes of an entity by a sensor, e.g. temperature,
reflectance, colour, texture, equivalent surface, Doppler
effect, bearing, range, bandwidth, emission pattern....
Based on Operations similar to OASIS ones, the various
entities and events of the theatre are found and tracked in
these terms. Their identification as valued military
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attributes is inferred to serve as a basis for Level 2 fusion:
Function (combat, engineer, logistics..) Armor (none,
heavy, light) Mobility (wheeled, tracked), location,
speed… Military terms are refered to as symbolic terms,
as opposed to technical terms pertaining to the sensor
world. They are the basis of OASIS ontology. Level 2
fusion uses specific knowledge to transform isolated input
events and entities into current and past forces structures
and activities of the theatre. This is the situation
assessment. Level 3 fusion is not different in nature. It
integrates the history of structures and activities to predict
the future ones and find out the global enemy manoeuver.
This is the basis of threat assessment

OASIS addresses Level 2 and Level 3 fusion only.
Finding out enemy intentions is made possible by
exploitation of the future part of currently identified
activity structures.

In this context, an  Intelligence Fusion Support System
has to face two major challenges: (1) the need to handle
heterogeneous data combining symbolic information at
various abstraction levels ; (2) the obsolescence of
conventional war models which calls for more flexible
and open solutions for the fusion process. In particular,
fusion operators are not bound to fixed knowledge.
OASIS has thus been designed to meet the following
requirements :
- support  Intelligence fusion  with maximal flexibility ;
- develop generic and modular fusion support services in
three major areas: communication and co-operative work
between distributed cells;  data and knowledge
management  and  situation assessment.
We here present only the two last points.

2- Knowledge management

2.1. Observations versus Models
The input information to an IFA system can be
partitioned in two broad categories, called here after
«data» and « models »:
By data we mean all information concerning observable
entities of the theatre. Typically, Level 1 fusion systems
will fed the IFA system with « raw data ». Being
observations collected from different information sources
(electronic / image / human), these data are generally
uncertain, imprecise and incomplete, even contradictory.
The fusion engine will produce new data from the raw
data and induce links between data (observations playing
the role of  “clues”) and entities (presumed objects). This
forms the current perceived “situation”.
By models we mean all information concerning what is
known a priori about the operation theatre, possibly at
various degrees of confidence, but in a relatively stable
way. The presumed Order of Battle (presumed
composition and organisation of the opposing forces) and
the Doctrine (skills and behaviours of the opposing
forces) will be considered as models. Initially, at the
beginning of a crisis, a priori knowledge compiles past
expertise of the Intelligence officers. Hence, the models

may be out of date or incomplete ! During the crisis the
models should be revised or enriched by the actual data of
the battlefield.

The frontier between data and models is somewhat fuzzy.
One basic difference is that a model gives information
about ideal characteristics of things. In our application
domain the purpose of models is to sketch what are the
typical conflict scenarios of the opposing forces (doctrinal
knowledge) based on the knowledge of  prior conflicts,
what are the presumed nominal composition of military
units (prior to any destruction), types and  performances
of equipment, etc.
To some extent, we can say that the models frame the
“mental representation” of the theatre for the
commanders and Intelligence officers. In this sense, they
will serve as the semantic references for the whole
fusion process : the situation data will be compared,
interpreted and eventually recognised, according to the
models. Following this paradigm, classification in
OASIS will be based on a close comparison between data
and models : it means to recognise what are the best
reference models that a given entity, characterised by
some set of data / observations, matches.
The imperfection of both models and observations is one
major impediment to the automation of Intelligence
fusion, because the entities to be observed may not
necessarily match existing models, and there is no way to
know whether this is due to wrong or lacking
observations or to wrong or lacking models.
- the observations may be correct (close to the truth)

but the entity observed corresponds to no recorded
reference. A typical case is when a « new » vehicle,
product of a still unknown technology, is observed. It
could not be recognised as being of some known type
of material. Here the models are incomplete with
respect to the reality.

- the observations may be « wrong » (due to degraded
sensor performances or erroneous fusion strategy, for
example wrong correlation) though the observed
entity is really an instance of  known models ; the
data will unfortunately match none of them.

2.2. What kind of Models ?

Models do not bother with precise details : for example
the precise speed of a vehicle in given time and context
does not belong to the model level. The right level of
information to be put in a model of vehicle is a fuzzy
interval of values for the speed, possibly depending on the
type of terrain, the type of manoeuvre, etc. The models
thus describe high level symbolic information about
entities expected in the theatre. They encode « generic »
characteristics of entities : that is, common properties and
attributes shared by entities that are similar enough to be
considered of the same type. In the OMT terminology, the
OASIS models encode declarative descriptions of
“classes” of  “objects”.



An original language, named ROC1, was specifically
designed after a preliminary analysis of the representation
needs of the military domain, in close relationship with
an Intelligence officer. ROC adapts and integrates two
different aspects of AI knowledge representation
languages : on one hand terminological languages as
developed in Description Logic (DL) systems2, and on
the other hand event languages to describe temporal
activities. The following list gives a flavour of what
model features can be expressed in the ROC language.
Descriptive aspects :
-the spectrum of possible values of entity attributes, like :
speed for a vehicle, shoot range for a weapon system,
amount of personal, speciality for a military force, ...
- relationships between entities : this covers the notion of
mutual roles between entities of different categories, like
participation roles of forces in activities, hierarchical
roles, resource ownership, …
-composition structures of entities, e.g. a company being
composed of three assault sections and a head quarter),
- space-time constraints on the relationships between
entities, especially activities ; it must be possible for
example to state that “phase 2 of a manoeuvre shall be
started between 4 and 5 hours after phase 1, at least 10
km away in the direction of enemy main forces”.
Taxonomic aspects :
- distinction between concrete entities (having physical
space-time occurrences, like vehicles, military forces,
activities) and abstract concepts (such as intentions,
skills, etc.).
- specialisation / inheritance links between models, to
cope with the fact that models can specialise (refine)
more general ones .

CONCEPT_DEF DAROrange  IN MILITARY_FORCE
ALIAS " Division Artillery Regiment”
SORT_OF ( OrangeForce
AND HAS (1, employment, SUPPORT)
AND HAS (1, level, RGT)
AND HAS (1, speciality, HU)
AND HAS (1, organisation, ARTY) )
ATTRIBUTE {superior SORT_OF OrangeArmy ;
           numberOfOfficers 75 ;  … }
TEMPLATE subordinate{
(1 TO 2, g1, SORT_OF DAGOrange
      AND HAS(20 TO 24, equipment, 2S3));
(g2,SORT_OF DAGOrange
     AND HAS(18, equipment,BM21)) … ; }

Figure 2: example of the ROC model syntax

                                               
1 ROC stands for Langage de Representation Operatoire
de Connaissances.
2 Description Logic (DL) also called Terminological
Logic, is a generic term for a whole family of languages
designed to represent conceptual descriptions (concepts)
organised into taxonomies. DL classification inference
means, given a current taxonomy of concepts and a given
logical description, finding the most specific concepts in
the taxonomy that the given description specialises [1].
DL languages have inspired all the logical aspects of our
ROC language.

A flavour of the ROC representation power is given in
Figure 2. The model describes an Orange Divisional
Artillery Regiment (DAROrange) as a
concept in the category of MILITARY_FORCE. It means
that the model of DAROrange gives a set of characteristic
that should be true, in the state of current knowledge, for
any Orange divisional artillery regiment. The names
underlined in the definition refer to other concepts of the
knowledge base, not necessarily from the same category.
A number of military characteristics is described using
the appropriate terminology, like: employment, speciality
and organisation.
Value domains of “attributes”, either symbolic or
numeric, are described like the number of officers under
the head of the a DAROrange . “subordinate” is a
property valid for every concept of the
MILITARY_FORCE category, whose values are the
different forces composing the force being described.
Here, it has a template description: one or two Division
Artillery Group(s) possessing a number of specific
equipment (sub property named g1) ; exactly one
Division Artillery Group possessing some other
equipment (sub property g2).

2.3. What kind of Reasoning ? Classification
as a model based Inference
The set of models has a taxonomic organisation due to
the existence of natural inheritance links between
models. Model A is said to inherit from, or specialise,
model B if A presents all the characteristics true for B,
together with proper characteristics not present in B.
Inheritance links can be explicitly stated in the ROC
language by using the operator SORT_OF. As an
example,  the model of a Reconnaissance Company is
defined as a Company (CY) whose speciality is
Reconnaissance (RECCE): RECCE_CY SORT_OF CY
AND exactly (1,speciality,RECCE). This
introduces the concept  RECCE_CY as a sub-concept of
the CY concept, meaning that RECCE_CY possess all
the characteristics of CY plus some proper characteristic.
The capability of inferring inheritance links not
explicitly stated in the definitions is one major service
of OASIS, illustrated by the example of Figure 3.

Knowledge Base:
CY SORT-OF MILITARY_FORCE ;
RECCE_CY SORT-OF CY AND exactly(1,
speciality, RECCE);
BATTALION SORT-OF MILITARY_FORCE ;
ARTY_BON SORT-OF BATTALION AND
HAS(organisation , ARTY) ;
ORANGE_BON SORT-OF BATALLION AND
HAS(2 TO 5,  subCompany , CY) ;
Entity Base: logical descriptions of entities B_1 ,  B_2
B_1  IS_A  ARTY_BON AND HAS(15 TO 20,
armouredEquipment, T80) ;
B_2  IS_A   B_1  AND HAS(3 TO 5,  subCompany ,
RECCE_CY)    ;

Figure 3 : example of  classification inference



It can be inferred, first that B_2 is an Artillery Battalion
(obvious inference from B_1), second that B_2 is an
Orange Battalion, which is a less obvious inference
resulting from a finer comparison of models. Actually the
property HAS(3 TO 5, subCompany, RECCE_CY) is
recognised as specialising the property HAS(2 TO 5,
subCompany, CY). Eventually, the most specific (precise)
information one can draw about B_2 is that it is an
Orange Artillery Battalion. Put in the ROC language: B2
IS_A ARTY_BON AND ORANGE_BON. In OASIS
jargon, logical descriptions of the form “ARTY_BON
AND ORANGE_BON” are called Symbolic Signatures.
Any entity has a symbolic signature, changing over time
when new information is known about the entity.

The latter  inference is a typical example of
classification in the sense of Description Logic [1]. It is
implemented in OASIS to perform classification.
Namely, classification in OASIS consists in finding the
most specific Symbolic Signature of an observed entity,
according to the current taxonomy of models and current
knowledge about the entity.

Classification reasoning being quite complex, one basic
restriction of OASIS is that the models cannot be revised
at runtime. This assumption insures the monotony of the
classification inferences (a classification inference once
made remains valid). On the contrary, allowing
significant changes in the taxonomy of models would call
for complex and costly revision procedures, an issue still
belonging to research! A further reason for considering a
static knowledge base, is that models cannot change
rapidly, contrarily to situation data. If enough evidence is
gathered to confirm the obsolescence of existing models
(the time scale being a  couple of hours, not a couple of
minutes) then revised models can be defined. In OASIS,
this means re-compiling the Knowledge Base and starting
an other experiment.

2.3. Ontology based Approach

From the precedent example it is clear that classification
is only possible if the concepts used to describe models
are the same as the ones used for the situation data.
Typically, saying that B_1 IS-A ARTY_BON does not
make sense if the right concept of “Artillery Battalion”
referenced in the models is named differently. Therefore,
the logical descriptions of observations on one hand, and
models on the other hand, must refer to the same basic
concepts and roles, in other words they must refer to the
same ontology3.

                                               
3 An ontology is a hierarchical classification of a
knowledge domain : the ontology determines the set of
concepts, together with their relationships (roles between
concepts) and hierarchical links (sub concepts – super
concepts links)  needed to described the given domain. By
analogy with linguistic:  the ontology is to a knowledge
domain what the vocabulary is to a universe of discourse.

Ontology design is thus the preliminary step to all
knowledge and data representation in OASIS. Intuitively,
the ontology gives the vocabulary used to describe in a
homogeneous and consistent way both data and models.
The vocabulary is partitioned into different types:
categories, concepts, attributes of concepts, roles between
concepts, individual entities attached to concepts. The
ROC models provide with detailed descriptions of these
elements (in the sense of 2.2). Intuitively, concepts are
linked together by roles identified in the ontology, but
described and constrained in the models. There also exist
primitive concepts in the ontology, that are just named
but have no model.
Because entities of different natures (for example,
activities and military forces) require different
representation power, an ontology in OASIS is first
partitioned into high level categories, like: resources,
civil organisations, military forces, activities, abstract
terms… The category identifies the precise list and nature
of all the attributes and roles that are relevant to describe
any object (entity or concept) in the category. A category
can be refined into sub-categories. In each category,
general concepts and individual entities are identified
(named) and described (by a  model). The individual
entities correspond to a priori known entities of the
theatre, like the Order of Battle.
Both the ontology and the descriptive models are
expressed in the ROC syntax.
Let us notice that the user in OASIS may also describe
entities in a completely free way, without referring to the
current ontology. Such “free” descriptions cannot be
processed  by the automatic fusion engine, but can be
managed like unformatted messages.

The interoperability between distributed Intelligence
cells is guaranteed by assuming that they all share the
same ontology. This is realistic because the military
domain is normalised enough to allow a consensus over a
large set of  the concepts. Releasing this assumption
raises the difficult problem of finding translations
between different ontologies. A more questionable
assumption is that all the cells share the same models
during an experiment, i.e. agree about exactly the same
reference descriptions of the entities to be observed. This
is far from realistic in crisis contexts where initial
knowledge is poor and has to be enriched through
observations. Without this assumption,  the issue is to be
able to exchange situations under different semantics.
The approach taken in OASIS is to introduce a notion of
versions for both the Entity base and the Knowledge
base. At any time a single version of the KB is valid for
all the cells, and  the current version of the Entity base
points to this version of the KB. Changing versions must
be thus a global synchronised process.

2.4. Implementation

Defining an ontology (or loading an existing one) is the
preliminary step before starting any experiment in



OASIS. This step is performed off  line … it takes quite
some time.
The ontological categories are of major importance
because every information managed in the OASIS system
comes with an origin category determining the C++ class
it will be coded in. Changing the ontology thus means
changing the C++ classes. The C++ class schema are
automatically derived from the definitions of the
ontological categories, so OASIS can be run with any
ontology.

The so-called Knowledge Base is merely a logical
notion. As shown in Figure 4, knowledge (ontology +
models) is implemented into several internal
representations, physically disjoint. They are all
generated using specific code, all these steps being
performed by PCCTS (the Purdue Compiler Construction
Tool Set [2]).

OASIS fusion engine

 Template
 recogniser

Knowledge
Base

generation of  internal representations (PCCTS)

generic modelsDL models template models

ONTOLOGY
+ MODELS

(off line ROC definitions)

Classification tool Querying,  Browsing
Correlation tool

Aggregation tool

C++ classes

 BACK++

Entity Base

Figure 4: Knowledge Base (architecture)

Each internal representation is dedicated to some specific
fusion operations in the OASIS fusion engine. OASIS
currently considers the following internal representations
:
• generic representations stored in an object oriented

database (O2 from Ardent Software) : they are used
to perform general queries about the models, to
access their value domains, their characteristics, and
simple inheritance properties (requiring no
inference) ; they are the ones used by the correlation
operation.

• logical  representations : Description Logic oriented
translations of the models, capturing only the model
features useful for classification ; these
representations are expressed in the BACK++
language [5] and support a taxonomy built internally
to the BACK++ system; OASIS classification is

based on  the classification inferences internally
performed by the BACK++  engine using that
taxonomy.

• template representations, capturing the structural
aspects of  the models (typically : decomposition of
units into sub-units, activities into sub-activities) ;
these representations encode all the compositional
structures and recognition constraints useful for
aggregation.

• HTML pages (not represented in Figure 4) for
editing the syntactic definitions of the models ; they
are used for browsing the ontology and models.

Why so many different representations ? First because
specialised knowledge representations allow for greater
performance of the fusion engine. Indeed, the right model
representation will be exploited depending on the type of
fusion needed. Secondly, this approach allows to
integrate existing software, like an external
classification tool (BACK++) and a template recogniser
(previously developed by THOMSON-TCC). This makes
OASIS an open platform ready to integrate on the shelf
software, provided appropriate representations of OASIS
models are given.
The coherence between all these internal model
representations is guaranteed because of the common
ontology approach. Technically, every C++ objects in
OASIS is implemented with a pointer to its ontological
category (whether attribute, role, entity or concept). This
is how the link can be made transversally between
different internal representations of the same model.

3- Situation Assessment : the Fusion
Process

The design goals were to make the Fusion Process as
flexible as possible, e.g. to be able without problems to:
§ add new categories or modify existing ones
§ modify or extend the Fusion Engine

To achieve this, we based our design on a strong
separation between three components: the Knowledge
Base, the Entity Base and the Engine, as shown on Figure
4 and Figure 5. To meet the first constraint, we set up a
mechanism to automatically keep the Entity Database
consistent with the Knowledge Base and we designed
generic fusion operations which are independent of the
semantics of data. The second constraint implied to add
only generic operations if it was required to keep on
meeting the first constraint.

3.1. Data of the Fusion Process

In OASIS, all the models are stored in the Knowledge
Base and, roughly speaking, all the instances in the
Entity Database. Entities are descriptions of presumed
objects of the theatre (Resources, Personalities, activities).
Models and entities have a common core structure made
of roles and attributes. For this reason, the core part of
the Entity Database data schema (C++ classes) is



generated automatically from the Knowledge Base (see
Figure 4). Examples of it are:

- Name, symbolic signature, amount of people,
vehicles, ammunition, ...

- Roles as superior, subordinate, collateral (pointer to
other models from Organisation), vehicles (pointer to
models of Resources),….For example, a Motorised
Rifle Battalion is equipped with BTR. More
specialised relationships exist to account  for
differences between operational and hierarchical
links. For example an Artillery Battalion may be
allocated for operational use to a Brigade, having
nevertheless an Artillery Regiment as hierarchical
superior.

Inputs to the fusion mechanism are observations from
sensors called “clues”. They are created in the Entity
Database as particular entities. Each attribute / role of an
entity is evaluated on the basis of received clues. For this
reason, they evolve in time and have an history, e.g. a list
of couples (value, time). Values are more or less complete
or certain. On the contrary, the attributes and roles of the
concepts are static. They are referred to by fusion
mechanisms when dynamically creating, destroying and
updating entities of the Entity Database.
The Entity Database contains specific objects which have
no equivalent (no model) in the Knowledge Base:
situations and contexts.

Figure 5: OASIS main data components

A situation is a consistent set of entities produced by a
human operator as a result of his or her responsibilities
w.r.t. the Intelligence organisation (sensors, area,
granularity,…). A situation has an own date: it features
all the operator’s (and OASIS) tactical knowledge about
the situation at this date. Each property of a situation
entity has an own history, the one known at the
situation’s date.
A context is a folder of situations elaborated by a human
operator or collectively by a fusion cell. Situations are
derived from each other and arranged in a hierarchy as
situation assessment progresses. When a situation is

interesting, the operator can store it and derive from it a
new one (functionally a copy). Along with incoming
clues, the newly created situation will evolve. To
implement this functionality, we used the O2 versioning
mechanism: one version per situation. In a context,
because situations are temporally associated, every
entity’s property is recorded as bi-temporal. This is one of
the important features of OASIS.

3.2. Basic loop of the Fusion Process

The fusion operations follow the data hierarchy from
clues to situations. Roughly speaking, fusion will
continuously proceed  by :
1)  correlating incoming clues to existing entities,
otherwise creating  new entities  from the clues,
2) updating the values of  entity properties accordingly,
3) establishing new links between entities, and

aggregating entities into new ones.

As already said in 2.5. the particular data structures for
the entities and clues (C++ classes) derive from the
definitions of the ontology categories. Consequently, a
basic assumption in OASIS is that information about a
clue or an entity is always sufficient to let us know what
its origin category is: an activity, an organisation, a
military entity,… No newly created entity will be
completely blank; it is an instantiation of some category,
which is the least we can know about it. In particular, we
know what are the attributes and roles relevant for the
entity, and are ready to fill in values for them. Clues have
observed values while entities will have synthetic values.
A direct consequence for fusion is that correlation
between clues or entities will be only possible if they are
of comparable categories, otherwise their attributes / roles
are  not comparable.
Our approach to classification (cf. 2.3) derives also from
the “categorisation” of entities.
A great part of the fusion mechanism can be seen as a
step by step progress in the identification of the precise
entity “symbolic signature”, once created as a weakly
typed ‘something’ according to its category. The
‘Symbolic Signature‘ of the entity  is a logical expression
of concepts. It  can  be seen as a pointer that describes a
subset in an ontology category in which the candidate
models (concept) of the entity can be found, based on
current knowledge about the entity. For example, a
signature may be: ’regiment, but not motorised rifle’.
This leaves the area of other regiments, like armoured
regiments and others if any in the ontology, as possible
candidates. When some property of the entity is updated,
the symbolic signature is updated accordingly.
The technical process is: first to form a conceptual
description of the given entity (considering its current
symbolic signature and the value of its properties), then
to classify the resulting description in the BACK++
taxonomy of models. BACK++ engine infers the set of
the most specific concepts of the ontology that match the
entity description. If these concepts are more precise, the
current signature is updated accordingly.
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3.3. An Algebra of Operations

OASIS fusion process has been created as an algebra, i.e.
by defining data and entity sets first and then operations
to be applied on the set elements. The fusion operations
are fully generic, not depending on the underlying
semantics of data but only on a few abstract data types.
They run exactly in the same way whatever the category
of the ontology is considered. For example, the same
correlation algorithm is used for both military forces and
activities. Also, the operations know how to combine
heterogeneous entity properties, only on the basis of their
value types: symbolic or numeric, precise or fuzzy,
temporal or static. (Uncertainty, space and time
representation, are not addressed here for lack of space,
but are discussed in [3,4,5]).
The abstract data types are the main feature of the Entity
Database. The most significant ones are:

1. property : role or attribute of an entity,
2. entity
3. situation
4. context

This object-oriented approach results in a clear hierarchy
of fusion operations, exposed in the following table.

1) Property level operations, like :
- Consistency checking between observed values for a
given property,
- Specialisation between 2 symbolic signatures,
- Consistency checking between an entity property
value and the corresponding property range of some
candidate model.
2) Entity level operations, like:
- Consistency checking between a clue and an entity,
- Distance between a clue and an entity,
- Correlation between clues and entities,
- Aggregation (identification of a structure of entities)
- Classification of an entity: update of the symbolic
signature based on the logical descriptions of its
properties,
- Aggregation of  two entities,
3) Situation level operations,  like:
- Stabilisation : for all entities of a situation,
propagation of an entity update on related entities,
- Extrapolation of the situation in the future,
- Situation bleeding: the operator selects a criterion and
a threshold to suppress obsolete entities.
4) Context level operations :   comparison and fusion of
two situations.

Operations at the elementary level are automatic and not
visible from the user. This frees him or her from the
burden of a great amount of calculations. At level 2, 3
and 4 he/she is free to decide a particular control strategy,
for example whether to go widthwise by taking first all
the clues or to go depthwise by propagating the changes
as soon as possible.

3.4. Example

Let us give a flavour of OASIS fusion. Figure 6 below
shows a fragment of the model taxonomy for the category
of military forces. The concept of Combat Battalion is
derived into: Motorised Combat Battalion, Tank Combat
Battalion, and Other Types (not mentioned here). The
Tank class is specialised into battalion composed of 10
Tank Companies (10 Tank CY BON), battalion
composed of 13 Tank Companies (13 Tank CY BON),
and Battalion of Armoured Division.

First an information (clue) is received saying that a
battalion unit has been observed at tl in the area Al.
Considering other contextual knowledge, the user
suspects that the clue refers either to a Motorised Rifle
Battalion or to a Tank Battalion. So a new entity X(tl) is
created as an instance of MILITARY-FORCE, with a
symbolic signature set to Combat-BON NOT Other-
Types-BON, a location attribute set to this area, a date to
tl and a link to the clue. More precise candidate types for
X are all types deriving from Combat-BON, excluding
the Motorised Rifle branch.

Later on, the user receives information about an entity W
with a signature to Tank Company, a date t2 and location
A2 compatible with date and location of X. The user adds
to X a subordination link to W. Information about X is
now: symbolic signature := Combat-BON NOT Other-
Types-BON; date := tl ; location := Al ; subordinate :=
one Tank Company W.

Figure 6: a situation sample

Classification is launched to update the signature of X: a
logical description is automatically computed by the
system to account for the actual description of X and
classified into the taxonomy of models. It results that the
most specific model of the taxonomy that this logical
description can specialise is Tank-BON. Signature for X
is updated accordingly. Information about X is now:
symbolic signature := Tank-BON ; date := t2 ; location :=
Al ; subordinate := one Tank Company W. The set of
candidate models has been restricted now: only the
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models deriving from Tank-BON. With this more precise
information, the user can seek for additional information
in order to confirm the nature of X as being either a
10Tank-CY-BON or a 13Tank-CY-BON or an
Armoured-Div-BON or any other Tank-BON referenced
in the Knowledge Base.

4- Conclusion

As far as we know OASIS is a precursor system
addressing symbolic fusion as well as co-operative
distributed fusion,  at industrial scale.
With respect to the subject of this paper, symbolic fusion,
major benefits of our design approach are
interoperability, extensibility and genericity, all direct
consequences of the ontology based approach. OASIS
fusion operations can indeed run together because they
operate, not with common data or knowledge, but under a
common ontology of data and knowledge. Modifying the
ontology induces the automatic modification of the data
structures, consistently for both the Knowledge Base and
Entity Database. The fusion engine can accordingly
instantiate new knowledge. In this way, OASIS meets the
operational need of dealing with changing and flexible
knowledge for open operations theatre. The resulting
level of abstraction of the fusion engine seems
appropriate to cover a wide range of situations. The
fusion operations seem now to be stable but it is easy to
include new ones, this again due to the “algebraic”
approach.

While a lot of automation is necessary and helpful at
sensor fusion because of the large volume of real time
incoming data, automation is not the right issue at
symbolic level. OASIS proposes an approach where the
user determines himself the fusion strategy, and lets the
machine execute fusion operations. For example the user
has to select which objects are candidates to an
aggregation operation. The machine performs the
relevant aggregation tests ; upon user decision only it can
create the aggregate entity and update its components. In
other words, OASIS has been designed to be a fusion tool
kit driven by the user. This choice was deliberate because
OASIS was meant to experiment and compare varying
Intelligence organisation and fusion strategy. However,
OASIS could also be used as a fusion assistant running in
parallel to a human operator: building  alternative pieces
of situation under hypotheses different than the user ones;
after some while the most likely situation will emerge and
the alternative one will be abandoned. This way of doing
has not been experimented.

Though OASIS performs sophisticated fusion, the
heuristic choices are left to the user, as said before.
Formal selection criteria are lacking in OASIS: the user
selects himself possible candidate objects for aggregation.
This presumes that he/she has aggregation models in
mind or that he/she can easily browse the models from
the Knowledge Base. This approach fails in the case of
poor or unstructured knowledge, because models (giving
structured descriptions as shown here) do not still exist.

Then, the right paradigm to fusion is no longer the
classical model/observation-based identification
technique, as exploited here, but could pertain to
emergence as data mining and clustering. This means
being able to discover links between data and capitalising
knowledge, hence doing some learning from the
observations of the theatre and populating a knowledge
base from scratch. This is complementary to the approach
chosen in OASIS.
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